
Strong. Light. Sophisticated. 
We are pleased to offer a true, fully-forged wheel in a refreshed 9-spoke 
design to complement the C8’s styling, which is engineered to improve 
performance by removing over 26 lbs (12 kg) of rotational mass compared 
to the original equipment. 

The forged aluminum construction offers greater strength at significantly 
less mass, offering peace-of-mind against typical cast-wheel construction 
being prone to damage over poor road surfaces. The material properties of 
the forged alloy allow mass optimization in the design process by way of 

FEM (Finite Element Modeling) which results in a wheel set 23% lighter than the OE cast wheels. 
(19% front, 26% rear), despite their increased width, which is 0.5” over original. Offset is slightly 
reduced for a flush appearance and increased track width.  

Reducing unsprung mass and rotational inertia offers many vehicle performance benefits as less 
energy is required to accelerate, change direction, and decelerate the wheels. The suspension 
performance is also improved as it has less work to do to maintain tire contact patch to the road 
surface.  This means that driver inputs are more efficiently communicated to the tires: 
acceleration, steering inputs and braking. They utilize the same Michelin Pilot Sport 4S (ZP) or 
all-season OE tire fitments and compounds developed for the C8.  

Callaway designers have always preferred odd-numbered spoke designs to convey a proper 
visual and mechanical balance; while thin spokes promote brake-cooling airflow, and are easy to 
clean.  A variety of finishes are offered: Satin Black painted, Gloss Titanium painted, Matte 
Bronze painted, as well as two premium finishes: Black Chrome PVD and Ceramic Polished: a 
machine-automated polishing that is protected by a clear-coating which does not detract from 
the brilliance of the polished alloy. All finishes carry a 3-year warranty. 

Two front wheels, two rear wheels, four carbon fiber center caps and lug nuts are included with 
each wheel set. When ordering wheel sets, either Bright Chrome or Black Chrome PVD lug nuts 
are selected. Optional wheel lock sets are also available in bright chrome or black chrome PVD. 

These wheels have passed performance testing per TÜV and ISO standards for fatigue bending, 
impact and rolling performance with exceptional results.
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CALLAWAY FORGED C8 CORVETTE WHEELS (includes set of four wheels, center caps, Bright Chrome or Black Chrome PVD lug nuts)

Model Model Year Finish Part Number Sugg. Retail
Corvette 2020-22 Ceramic Polished 240.80.7550 $7680

Satin Black 240.80.7552 $6490
Gloss Titanium 240.80.7554 $6490
Matte Bronze 240.80.7556 $6490

Black Chrome PVD 240.80.7558 $7780

CALLAWAY PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

Ceramic Polished

CALLAWAY FORGED NINE-SPOKE 
CORVETTE STINGRAY WHEEL 2020-2022

CALLAWAY CORVETTE WHEEL ACCESSORIES

Model Model Year Product Finish Part Number Sugg. Retail
Corvette 2020-22 Locking Lug Nut Set Bright Chrome 240.80.7745 $50

Black Chrome PVD 240.80.7746 $70

Front/Rear Diameter x Width Offset Weight
Front 19” x 9.0” ET46 20.2 lb (9.2 kg)
Rear 20” x 11.5” ET58 23.6 lb (10.7 kg)


